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There are cars doing preposterous
things, Aston Martins, Land Rovers
and footballers with cars,..
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“MotorEasy was exceptional and
my claim was 100% paid out.
Their warranty is probably the
best out there.”

Excellent: 4.7/5

Mr I Brindley, Cheshire – June 2018
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T

here does seem to be rather a lot of sport about. Hope you are
not tired of all the ball games, but for us it is the perfect excuse
to go on about the cars that sportsmen drive.
We make no excuse for the large number of Aston Martins
circulating this issue or the Kia Stinger. The Stinger is a truly brave
and rather magnificent large saloon which you wouldn't have
expected from the South Koreans.
There was lots of fun to be had when it came to finding out which
cars footballers have been driving over the years. Eric Cantona and
the Renault Laguna is a personal favourite. However, it seemed like
an opportune moment to mention the World Cup Cortinas book. It is
the true story of how in the old days footballers were just glad to be
loaned a Cortina. This is also a detective story, so go and buy the
book to find out the whole incredible story.
Footballers love Land Rovers and the Arkonik we feature this
month is perfect for the more hardcore fan. It is of course Land
Rover's 70th Birthday and they have let us delve into their picture
archive and kindly allowed us to reproduce them over the coming
issues.
Finally, you must buy 'The Perfect Car' by legendary designer John
Barnard and attend the Silverstone Classic, oh and watch even more
football and tennis.
l Cover photos Aston Martin • Kia + Silverstone Classic
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It's 1966 and Bobby Moore has turnes up in
his Ford Zodiac to guest edit the Free Car Mag
World Cup Willy Special Edition.
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News, Events
& Celebs
Available to
order now
from £58,995

ANDY MURRAY GOES ELECTRIC WITH JAGUAR I-PACE

Two-time Wimbledon Champion, Andy Murray, has fulfilled the promise he made during WWF’s World Earth Hour to ‘go electric’ and become
one of the first Jaguar I-PACE customers on World Environment Day. Andy Murray said: “It’s important we all take small steps to live a more
sustainable life and think about the actions we can make to look after our planet. This is one of the reasons I’m making the switch to driving
Jaguar’s new all-electric I-PACE. It’s clean and safe, but also has the world class design and sports performance that suits my lifestyle.”

Spotted
out and
about

NELSON PIQUET JR & ANDY MURRAY

Panasonic Jaguar Racing driver and fellow WWF ambassador, Nelson Piquet Jr, visited the British tennis star at his training camp and made this special delivery
the Panasonic Jaguar Racing driver, said: “I think it’s brilliant that Andy has made this commitment to go electric and has been vocal in encouraging more
people to take action and make little changes to live more sustainably. The Jaguar I-PACE is proof that you don’t have to sacrifice power or performance when
you switch to electric.”
4 freecarmag.com

The
Legendary
Sir Chris
Hoy

SIR CHRIS HOY AT SILVERSTONE

Olympic track cycling superstar Sir Chris Hoy, MBE will be looking to add to his record list of achievements when slipping behind the wheel of a
200mph sports racer at this summer’s spectacular Silverstone Classic (20-22 July). “I’m embarrassed to say that I’ve never been to the Classic until
now but, I’m very excited as everyone keeps telling me I’ll love every minute of it,” enthused a delighted Hoy when joining a long list of famous
faces attending the pace-setting event’s recent Preview Day at Silverstone. “The accessibility of the pits, the cars and the drivers seems to be on a
different level to most forms of racing, so fans can really get up close and enjoy the atmosphere.”

freecarmag.com 5

News, Events
& Celebs
Over the years
PEUGEOT has
partnered with the
Roland-Garros and
the ATP World Tour.

JAMIE MURRAY AND PEUGEOT ON COURT AGAIN

The partnership, which originally started in 2015, will continue to support Murray in his competition efforts all over the world until
2020. Over the last two years, Jamie Murray, has played a part in a range of PEUGEOT initiatives such as handing over the keys to a fleet
of high-specification PEUGEOT 208 hatchbacks to the Lawn Tennis Association. Jamie Murray added: “It’s fantastic that PEUGEOT has
extended our partnership for another two years. It is great to be associated with a brand that has been so closely aligned with the
tennis world for over 40 years. PEUGEOT’s unparalleled support has helped me to thrive in my career and I look forward to
taking on the next chapter with its backing.”

SPOTTE
OUT AN
ABOUT

ANTON DU BEKE + HELEN SKELTON VS PEUGEOT

Strictly Come Dancing star, Anton Du Beke, and former Blue Peter presenter, Helen Skelton, are set to be put through their paces as they prepare for the
PEUGEOT Tennis Challenge in December. Anton, who has past experience working with Judy Murray when they were partnered together in the 2014
series of Strictly, is already looking forward to the final showdown. He said: “I love this PEUGEOT Tennis Challenge. I’m like a pig in chardonnay, to pinch a
Stephen Fry expression. I’ve been having the best time ever and can’t wait to grace the Royal Albert Hall.” http://www.peugeot.co.uk/tennis/
6 freecarmag.com
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Get RAFAEL NADAL + ALL- NEW KIA STINGER
the
look

Kia Motors challenged Spanish tennis superstar Rafael Nadal – currently ranked number one in the world tennis rankings
– to match his peak match-day heart rate during a spirited drive of the Stinger. While at the wheel, Nadal’s heart rate
soared to 175 bpm – almost three times a second, and only 11 bpm short of his on-court peak.
Commenting on his drive, Rafael Nadal compared his emotions at the wheel with those he experiences during a tennis
match: “The Stinger is a totally different car compared to previous Kia vehicles. You feel the emotion of driving such a
powerful car. You feel the power and, when you accelerate, you perceive the energy the car has. It’s a spectacular
vehicle.”

Rafael
1 Kia Stinger £30,545
2 White Jeans ASOS £25.00
3 Trainers Foot Asylum £79.99
4 Watch (the real thing is a Richard Milne
Tourbillon Rafael Nadal £712,000)
Wryst Isle of Man TT £735.00
5 T-Shirt Pro-Direct Debenhams £32.00

2
2
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1

3

5
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Aston Martin

With six Premier League titles, one Champions League and a FIFA Club
World Cup title to his name, Ferdinand, a lifelong customer and fan of
Aston Martin, will also take on the role of Aston Martin Brand Ambassador.

INSPIRATIONAL
A

ston Martin has teamed
up with footballing legend
Rio Ferdinand and the Rio
Ferdinand Foundation in a bid to
inspire the next generation of talent.
The Rio Ferdinand Foundation (RFF)
works to provide a pathway for youth
development by inspiring young
people and providing the tools they
need to tap into their natural talents
and reach their potential. For the
next three years, the RFF will select
one person per year to join the Aston
Martin Apprenticeship Programme.

8 freecarmag.com

Rio Ferdinand commented: “Since
setting up the RFF in 2012, it has been
a huge source of pleasure for me to
see these young people make positive
choices and create a good life for
themselves and their families. I have
always been a fan of Aston Martin
so it’s an honour for me to become a
Brand Ambassador but it is even more
of an honour to be able to use this
association to help the RFF inspire the
next generation.”
Earlier this month, 30 new
Apprentices started work at the Aston

Martin Headquarters in Gaydon,
hoping to follow in the footsteps
of their alumni, many of whom
have gone onto fantastic careers
within Aston Martin and the wider
automotive industry. Apprentices
are given a full grounding across
a range of Aston Martin’s business
areas including Manufacturing, CAD
Engineering and Design, learning all
the time from expert engineers and
technicians.

TAG Heuer Formula 1 Aston Martin, inspired by the world of
Aston Martin Racing. Entirely in steel and measuring 43 mm
in diameter, this quartz chronograph features a notched steel
bezel and an aluminium ring with a tachymeter scale. The
indexes, second hand and Aston Martin’s famous winged logo.
The movement is accurate to a tenth of a second – and is
displayed on the small counter at 6 o’clock, with the minute
counter at 9 o’clock and the current seconds counter at 3
o’clock. This model comes with a magnificent black leather
strap exclusive to Aston Martin with its “lime-essence” stitching,

TAG HEUER + ASTON
www.tagheuer.com TAG Heuer Formula 1 Aston Martin £1350

freecarmag.com 9

Footballers’ Cars

For Four +You
AVAILABLE:
END 2018
PRICE FROM:
£194,950

Following hot on the heels of the DB11 AMR, Aston Martin has revealed the limited edition
Rapide AMR. This production version is limited to just 210 cars. Perfect for the footballer
with a family who wants to get things done, or someone like you who wants exclusivity.

A

t the heart of the Rapide AMR is a naturally aspirated
drivetrain that draws much of its technology and character
from the potent Aston Martin Vantage GT12. Larger inlet
manifolds with tuned length dual inlet runners enhance the airflow
into the 6.0-litre V12 engine and, combined with new engine and
gearbox calibration, this results in an increase in power. The
legendary V12 now puts out 603PS and 630NM of torque, while a
new quad exhaust ensures a raucous sound befitting of the AMR
badge.
The Rapide AMR powers from 0-60mph in just 4.2 seconds (0100km/h in 4.4 seconds), on 21-inch wheels – a first for any Aston
Martin – paired with ultra-high performance Michelin Super Sport
tyres. The large, forged wheels have a multi spoke design that is
not only very stiff but also aids brake cooling. To further aid thermal
management of the brakes, the Rapide AMR utilises an evolution of
the cooling system on the Vanquish S, with modified brake ducts
and dust shields.
As standard, the Rapide AMR comes fitted with carbon ceramic
brakes. Measuring 400mm at the front with six piston calipers and
360mm at the rear with four piston calipers.

10 freecarmag.com

Alongside the new tyres, brakes and aerodynamics, the Rapide’s
suspension has also received considerable attention. The new
Rapide AMR rides 10mm lower than a Rapide S and although the
three stage adaptive dampers remain, they have been thoroughly
reengineered to create a car that is more focused, agile and
dynamic. Much of this development work has been completed at
the newly opened AMR Performance Centre at the Nürburgring.
The Rapide AMR will be available in three different design schemes.
The Standard and Silhouette schemes offer four colours – Mariana
Blue, Scintilla Silver, Lightning Silver and Onyx Black – with the
Standard scheme adding AMR Lime accents to the splitter, sills and
rear diffuser.
The interior of each Rapide AMR reflects the design scheme
chosen for the exterior, with either AMR Lime or Galena Silver
welting and stitching. There is a full-length carbon fibre centre
console and the seats are trimmed in Alcantara - both firsts for a
Rapide. Also available for the first time as an option is a One-77
style steering wheel. Each car will come with a limited-edition AMR
inspection plaque as well as AMR branding on the carbon
sill plaques.eschews the Lime accents and instead adds a full-

freecarmag.com 11

Footballers’ Drives

Alpine Pass
PURE:
£46,905

Footballers who love cars rather than bluster and bling will adore
these special editions from the reborn Alpine brand in the sensational
shape of the A110 Pure and Légende

LÉGENDE:
£50,805

T

he A110 Pure focuses on the driver/machine connection and
has a minimalist approach. Light weight, it has 13.1kg Sabelt
monocoque seats and 17-inch light-alloy wheels, resulting in
the A110 Pure weighing as little as 1,098kg. In the passenger
compartment, the leather-trimmed seats and matt carbon fibre
casing emphasise the car’s sporty character. The A110 Pure has a
driving mode selector with three options: Normal, Sport and Race.
It is also equipped with air-conditioning, a satellite navigation
system, Alpine smartphone replication mySPIN and front and rear
LED lighting. Optional features include high-performance Brembo
brakes, active sport exhaust system and 18-inch alloy wheels with
two different designs. Finally, it is possible to select luxury 6-way
adjustable seats – two different Focal audio systems and front and
rear park assist with parking camera.

12 freecarmag.com

T

he A110 Légende is the more sophisticated and refined
edition of the A110. Its distinguishing features include six-way
adjustable seats in black or brown leather and a Focal audio
system. The high-gloss carbon fibre passenger compartment and
the 18-inch alloy wheels emphasise the sophisticated personality of
the Légende edition. Park assist with rear parking camera makes
the A110 Légende easy to drive on a daily basis. Specific bi-colour
‘Légende’ wheel rims pay tribute to the original motif of the A110
Berlinette 1600S. Two other 18-inch wheel rims are available to
choose from as an optional extra. It has three driving modes, airconditioning, a satellite navigation system, the Alpine smartphone
replication mySPIN and front and rear LED lighting. Upgrades
include a Focal Premium audio system, an active sport exhaust
system and heated seats.s own Classic Infotainment System is also

POWER
475 BHP
PERFORMANCE
TOP SPEED:
163 MPH

freecarmag.com 13

Arkonik Angler D110

Right Angled

A Defender 110 with a V8 engine reimagined by their customer and
built by Arkonik, however a World Cup Footballer could spec one up...

14 freecarmag.com

ENGLISH BUILT
AND HAND
ASSEMBLED
ARKONIK.COM

EXTERIOR SPEC - SATIN BLACK WHEEL ARCHES | KAHN DEFEND
1948 16” SATIN BLACK ALLOYS WITH BFGOODRICH AT TYRES
| ARB® BUMPER WITH TWIN HELLA HID SPOTLIGHTS | WARN
ZEON 12-S WINCH | PUMA BONNET | KBX® SATIN BLACK GRILLE
| OPTIMILL® DOOR HANDLES & WING-TOP VENTS | SATIN BLACK
CHEQUER PLATE | EBONY FIRE & ICE SIDE STEPS | REAR LED
WORK LAMP | NAS REAR STEP (2” RECEIVER TYPE) | FRONT
RUNNER ROOF RACK & REAR LADDER | PREMIUM OFF-ROAD
PACKAGE INC. TERRAFIRMA® SUSPENSION WITH 2” LIFT KIT
INTERIOR SPEC - RUSKIN INSIDE® BROWN LEATHER TRIM WITH
DIAMOND XS | MATCHING LEATHER DOOR CARDS | BLACK SUEDE
HEADLINING | MODULAR HEATED FRONT SEATS | ELITE LOC-BOX
(INC. USB PORT) | 2 PREMIUM HIGH BACK HEATED CENTRE ROW
SEATS WITH ELITE LOC-BOX (INC. 12V & USB PORTS) | 4 TIP-UP
SEATS IN THE LOAD AREA | EVANDER 15” WOODEN RIM STEERING WHEEL | ALLOY GEAR KNOBS AND DOOR FURNITURE | PIONEER® PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEM WITH APPLE® CARPLAY | ICE
WHITE LED LIGHTING PACKAGE | SUNROOF |AIR CONDITIONING
freecarmag.com 15

Footballers’ Drives

BOBBY MOORE AT
WEMBLEY, THE REAL,
PROPER TWIN TOWERS
WEMBLEY, WITH A
LIMITED EDITION ‘ITALIA
‘90’ FIAT PANDA. BASED
ON THE 750L BUT WITH
A 903CC ENGINE. IT
HAD THE SLIGHTLY DAFT
‘CIAO’, STICK MAN WITH
A FOOTBALL HEAD,
TOURNAMENT MASCOT
ON THE BOOT LID. THE
BEST PARTS WERE THE
FOOTBALL HUB CAPS.
THE INTERIOR WAS A
SPECIAL BLUE AND JUST
FIVE HUNDRED WERE
IMPORTED. IT COST
£4495.

Pay to Play

Footballers will stand next to anything for money won’t they?
Here is David Beckham with a Bentley and a Breitling watch.
He now wears a Tudor one.

16 freecarmag.com

Meeting the car company suit

RYAN GIGGS
(RIGHT)
MICHAEL OWEN
(RIGHT) IN A SUIT

freecarmag.com 17

Footballers’ Drives

Frank Lampard in his
company Vauxhall Insignia

Eric Cantona and a Renault Laguna

18 freecarmag.com

Thierry Henry and Dita Von Teese
for no apparent reason...

Wayne Rooney in the early Everton days and his Ford
Ka and then as a Red Devil in a Chevrolet Corvette

Footballers Wife, Carly Cole.
freecarmag.com 19

World Cup Cortinas

Meanwhile, Back Home at Wembley
In 1970 something incredible happened. Not only had England qualified for the World Cup in
Mexico as defending champions, Ford loaned every squad member the greatest saloon car in the
world. From Gordon Banks in goal to Geoff Hurst up front and Les Cocker on the backroom staff,
got a Ford Cortina 1600E. The big question is though...
20 freecarmag.com

How many are left?
Buy the book, World Cup
Cortinas, to read the
incredible true story of what
happened to the World Cup
Squad Cars

freecarmag.com 21

A car repair
that works
har er for you
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car repairs with motoreasy looks like this
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on your repairs.

ocal workshops near you, with 0,000
across the
.

ur technicians monitor specialist
workshops ensuring uality work is
carried out.

No waiting time, your car is collected
and delivered back to you once complete.

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

An MOT
that improves
family time
At motoreasy, we want to save you time,
money and hassle, allowing you to enjoy
the better things in your life.
Your car MOT with motoreasy looks like this:
Benefit from up to 40% savings
on an MOT.

24/7 booking facility.
No waiting time, your car is
collected and delivered back to you
once complete.

All work monitored by our personal
technicians

Relax - with all of your car hassles taken care of, what will you do?

Get an instant quote and save more at motoreasy.com

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
WARRANTY I

SERVICE

I

MOT

I

REPAIRS

I

GAP

I

TYRES
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MOTORING NEWS
QUOTES

Back-Seat Driver

“There are still major
perception barriers to
overcome. Consumers
and dealers alike are still
hesitant about making
the switch.”
Britain Under the Bonnet
report from Close Brothers
Motor Finance about
switching to electric cars
•
“Garages could use
MOT changes to hold
motorists to ransom”

8

Wacky Racer Inspires Kids
4BZIFMMPUP5PZPUBˏT$IJMESFOT%SJWJOH&YQFSJFODF

IJMF5PZPUBJTUSFBUJOHUIFESJWFST
PGUPNPSSPXUPBIBOETPO
FYQFSJFODFUIBUMFUTUIFNUBLF
UIFXIFFMPGBDPMPVSGVMDBSBUUIF
*OUFSOBUJPOBM5PLZP5PZ4IPX5IF
$BNBUUF+PVSOFZHJWFTZPVOHTUFST
UIFDIBODFUPUBLFBTJNVMBUFEUSJQ
QBTUTPNFPGUIFXPSMETHSFBUFTU
USBWFMEFTUJOBUJPOT UIFDFOUSBMGFBUVSF
JO5PZPUBTQSFTFOUBUJPOBUUIF
JOUFSOBUJPOBMFYIJCJUJPOOFYUXFFL UP
+VOF 
*UTUIFMBUFTUJOBTFSJFTPG$BNBUUF
NPEFMTBOEBDUJWJUJFT5PZPUBIBT
TIPXDBTFEBUUIFGBJSTJODFUPIFMQ
DIJMESFOMFBSOBCPVUUIFCBTJDTPGESJWJOH
BOEIPXDBSTXPSLJOBXBZUIBUCVJMET
JOUFSFTUBOEFYDJUFNFOUGPSUIFOFYU
HFOFSBUJPOPGNPUPSJTUT
5IF$BNBUUF+PVSOFZNJYFTCPUISFBM
BOEWJSUVBMFYQFSJFODFT$IJMESFOXJMMCF
BCMFTJUJOTJEFBOBEBQUFEWFSTJPOPGUIF
$BNBUUF1FUUBNJOJBUVSFDBS EFDPSBUFE
XJUIDPMPVSGVMTUJDLFSTGSPNXPSMEXJEF
USBWFMEFTUJOBUJPOTBOEFWFOGFBUVSJOHB
WJOUBHFUSVOLNPVOUFEPOUIFCPPU
5IFZXJMMMFBSOBCPVUUIFQPTJUJPOPGUIF

Have your say
24 freecarmag.com

CSBLFBOEBDDFMFSBUPSQFEBMTVTJOHB
UBCMFUCFGPSFNPWJOHPJOUIFDBSEPXO
BTIPSUDPVSTF XJUIDIBOHJOHMBOETDBQFT
QSPKFDUFEPOUPBEFHSFFTDSFFO
UPDSFBUFUIFFFDUPGHPJOHPOBSFBM
KPVSOFZ5IF$BNBUUF1FUUBJTBOPQFO
UPQ UISFFTFBUFSDBS NFBTVSJOHBMJUUMF
PWFSUISFFNFUSFTMPOHBOEQPXFSFECZ
BOFMFDUSJDNPUPS
5IJTZFBST5PZPUBTUBOEXJMMBMTP
GFBUVSFUIF$BNBUUFT4QPSU BNPEFM
STUTFFOJO XJUISJEFTBWBJMBCMF
GPSUIPTFZPVOHWJTJUPSTXIPBSFOUBCMF
UPUBLFBSJEFPOUIFTJNVMBUFE$BNBUUF
+PVSOFZ
8BUDIUIFFOUFSUBJOJOHWJEFP
IUUQTZPVUVCF/9L"3Q5I(9
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motoreasy says wording
of new MOT regulations
suggests cars failing under
‘dangerous’ category
cannot be driven away
until fixed
•
“‘Impossible-to-cheat’
emissions tests show
almost all new diesels
still dirty”
New research shows
diesel vehicles cause 88%
of the £6bn annual
damage to people’s health
from car and van exhaust
in the UK says Guardian
•
“Just 8% of new cars
sold in the UK come with
a full-sized spare wheel”
According to What Car?

LAND ROVER CELEBRATES 70 YEARS: This Land Rover began life as 109” Long Wheel Base Pick Up, but
was converted for work as an ice cream van. This vehicle is in service in Whitby and uses it’s off road
capability to serve ice cream on the beach. It was once washed out to sea and a full tide covered the
vehicle,after it was salvaged it was recommissioned in 1972. It has been used by Land Rover for the 65th
anniversary and also appeared in a company film shot in London. Stop it and buy one...
freecarmag.com 25

Fashion
TV

AMG ON YOUR BACK
5IFFYDMVTJWF".(1FSGPSNBODF8FBSDPMMFDUJPO

5

IFDPMMFDUJPO EFWJTFEKPJOUMZCZUIF
.FSDFEFT".(1FSGPSNBODFCSBOEBOE
UIF4XJTTDZDMJOHBQQBSFMCSBOE"4404
GSPN-VHBOP JODMVEFTJOOPWBUJWFKBDLFUT 
5TIJSUT QPMPTIJSUTBOEUSPVTFST*UˏTUIFSTU
DMPUIJOHSBOHFJOUIFXPSMEUIBUˏTDVTUPN
EFTJHOFEGPS".(FOUIVTJBTUT%FWFMPQFEJO
4XJU[FSMBOE UIFJUFNTBSFFYDMVTJWFMZ
IBOENBEFJO&VSPQFUPHVBSBOUFFUIF
IJHIFTUQPTTJCMFRVBMJUZBOEUPQNPTU
DSBGUTNBOTIJQ
5IFDFOUSFQJFDFPGUIFTQPSUZDMPUIJOHMJOFJT
UIFFZFDBUDIJOH".('"--+"$,&5*UDPOTJTUT
PGFYUSFNFMZMJHIUXFJHIU SFTJMJFOUIJHI
QFSGPSNBODFCSFTDPNCJOFEXJUIEPXO BOE
JNNFEJBUFMZHSBCTUIFBUUFOUJPOXJUIJUT
EJTUJODUJWF%MPPL
".(1FSGPSNBODF8FBSJTBWBJMBCMFGSPNOPX
POMJOFBUIUUQXXXBNHQFSGPSNBODFXFBS
DPN
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Wanted

Seiko
Astron

"QSPQFSMZCSJMMJBOU(14FRVJQQFE
4PMBSQPXFSFENBSWFM

5IJTIBTBEVBMUJNFGVODUJPOXJUIIPVS
EJTQMBZTVCEJBMBOE".1.JOEJDBUJPO*U
IBT(14DPOUSPMMFEUJNFBOE[POF
BEKVTUNFOU5IFQFSQFUVBMDBMFOEBSJT
DPSSFDUUPXJUIEBUFBOEˎSFUSPHSBEFˏ
EBZEJTQMBZBOETPNVDINPSF
˖4JHOBMSFDFQUJPOSFTVMUJOEJDBUJPO
˖8PSMEUJNFGVODUJPO UJNF[POFT 
˖%BZMJHIU4BWJOH5JNFGVODUJPO
˖1PXFSTBWFGVODUJPO
˖5ISFFGPMEDMBTQXJUIQVTICVUUPOSFMFBTF
˖)JHIJOUFOTJUZUJUBOJVNDFSBNJDDBTFBOE
CSBDFMFU
˖4BQQIJSFDSZTUBMXJUIBOUJSFFDUJWF
DPBUJOH
5IFDBTFEJBNFUFSJTNNBOEIBTN
XBUFSSFTJTUBODF

b
XXXTFJLPDPVL

DUCATI SCRAMBLER CHECK
ACE HELMET £340.00

5PDFMFCSBUFUIFBSSJWBMPGUIFOFX
4DSBNCMFS %VDBUJ6,BSFPFSJOHB
EJTDPVOUP431POTFMFDUFEPDJBM
4DSBNCMFSBQQBSFMBOEBDDFTTPSJFTXIFO
QVSDIBTJOHBOFX4DSBNCMFS5IF
$IFDL"DFIFMNFUJTCBTFEPO#FMM
T#VMMJUU
NPEFMBOEIBTB4DSBNCMFSZFMMPXTVSSPVOE
XJUIBCMBDLBOENFUBMMJDHSFZDIFDLFSCPBSE
HSBQIJDCZ3PMBOE4BOET%FTJHO
XXXEVDBUJDPN

BRIDGESTONE POTENZA S007
CIRCA £180

#SJEHFTUPOFEFTJHOFEJUT6)11PUFO[B
43VO'MBUUZSFJODMVEJOHJOOPWBUJWF
NBUFSJBMTBOEUFDIOPMPHJFTUPCMFOEIJHI
(DPSOFSJOHXJUIIJHITQFFEEVSBCJMJUZ
5IFBTZNNFUSJDQBUUFSOEFTJHOXJUIXJEF
PVUTJEFTIPVMEFSTGFBUVSJOHFYUSBTUJ
CMPDLTFOIBODFTTUFFSJOHQSFDJTJPOBOE
SFTQPOTFBTXFMMBTHSJQPOESZTVSGBDFT
BOEDPOUJOVFESJWJOHGPSVQUPLNBUVQ
UPLNIBOETUPQTBGFMZ
XXXCSJEHFTUPOFDPN

SUZUKI MUG £9.32

*GZPVMPWFZPVS4V[VLJ XIBUCFUUFSXBZUP
SBJTFBNVHUPZPVSQSJEFBOEKPZUIBOXJUI
ZPVSWFSZPXO4V[VLJNVH5IFZIBWFBIVHF
BNPVOUPGNFSDIBOEJTFBOEBUUIFNPNFOU
XFSFBMMZMPWFUIJTRVJUFVOJRVFCFWFSBHF
IPMEFSTXJUIUIFTRVBSFIBOEMFT

XXXTV[VLJTIPQDPN
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Buy Now

'SFTIGBDFEBOEGVOUPESJWFDJUZDBSJTCBDL

TOYOTA AYGO

8FMPWFUIFGVOLZOFXMPPLTBOEUIFSFBSFBCVODIPG
YNPEFMTUPCSJHIUFOVQZPVSNPUPSJOHMJGF"NJESBOHF
YQMBZIBTTUBOEBSEFRVJQNFOUXIJDIJODMVEFT
BJSDPOEJUJPOJOH TUFFSJOHXIFFMNPVOUFEBVEJP
TXJUDIFT BIFJHIUBEKVTUBCMFESJWFSTTFBU BO
BEKVTUBCMFTQFFEMJNJUFS -&%SFBSMJHIUTBOEUIF
YUPVDINVMUJNFEJBTZTUFNXJUI%"#BOE#MVFUPPUI
5IFYQMPSFIBTJODINBDIJOFEBMMPZXIFFMT GSPOU
GPHMJHIUT BVUPNBUJDBJSDPOEJUJPOJOH BVUPNBUJD
IFBEMJHIUT SFBSQSJWBDZHMBTT BSFWFSTJOHDBNFSBBOE
TBUFMMJUFOBWJHBUJPO"UUIFUPQJTUIFYDMVTJWXJUIB
CJUPOFQBJOUTDIFNFJOBDIPJDFPGUISFFDPMPVSTˊ
CMBDLXJUITJMWFSSPPGPSCMVFBOETJMWFSXJUICMBDLSPPG
*UIBTJODIBMMPZXIFFMTXJUIBUXJOTQPLFEFTJHO 
TFBUTXJUIQBSUMFBUIFSVQIPMTUFSZ BVUPNBUJDBJS
DPOEJUJPOJOH TNBSUFOUSZBOETUBSU 5PZPUB4BGFUZ
4FOTFBOEUIFYUPVDINVMUJNFEJBTZTUFNXIJDI
TVQQPSUT"QQMF$BS1MBZBOE"OESPJE"VUP8FXPOUHP
PO QMFBTFDIBUUPZPVSMPDBMEFBMFSGPSNPSFJOGP

30 freecarmag.com

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£9695

5PZPUBT(5CVUNPSFTP
4UZMJTI4QPSUT4BMPPOJTCBDL

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£29,980

CLUB SERIES BLUE EDITION

'SPNJUT&MFDUSJD#MVFCPEZXPSLBOEDPOUSBTUJOHCMBDLTUZMJOHEFUBJMT JODMVEJOHGSPOUHSJMMF SFBSTQPJMFS
BOEEJVTFS EPPSNJSSPSIPVTJOHTBOEGSPOUGPHMJHIUTVSSPVOETUPUIFDBCJOTTQPSUJOHCMBDLMFBUIFSBOE
"MDBOUBSB UIJTJTBWFSZTQFDJBMTQPSUTDBS5IFPQUJPOBM1FSGPSNBODF1BDLEFMJWFSTBNPSFGPDVTFEESJWF
XJUIUIFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGB4BDITUVOFETVTQFOTJPOVQHSBEF XJUI4BDIT1FSGPSNBODFEBNQFST BOEMBSHFS
#SFNCPCSBLFTUIBUHJWFCPUIJODSFBTFETUPQQJOHQPXFSBOEJNQSPWFEQFEBMGFFM5PBDDPNNPEBUFUIF
TUSJLJOH MBSHFSFE#SFNCPDBMJQFST OFXEFTJHOJODICMBDLBMMPZXIFFMTBSFUUFEDIPPTFFJUIFS
NBOVBMPSBVUPNBUJDUSBOTNJTTJPO CPUIXJUITJYTQFFET5PQTQFFEJTNQI NQIBVUP XJUI
OPVHIUUPNQIBDDFMFSBUJPOJOTFDPOET BVUP 8FMMUBLFUIFTJYTQFFEQMFBTF
TQPSUZTVQFSNJOJJTCBDL

AVAILABLE:
NOW
PRICE FROM:
£16,499

SUZUKI SWIFT SPORT

)VSSZBTUIJTJTBTQFDJBMQSJDFGPSUIF4QPSUXIJDIJTBbTBWJOH*UDPNFTXJUIMPBETPGTUBOEBSE
FRVJQNFOUBOEJODMVEFTVOJRVFTQPSUJOUFSJPSUSJNXJUITFNJCVDLFUTFBUTBOESFEBDDFOUTUPUIF
EBTICPBSEBOEDPOTPMFBSFBT TJYBJSCBHT BVUPBJSDPOEJUJPOJOH TBUFMMJUFOBWJHBUJPO MFBUIFSTUFFSJOH
XIFFM QSJWBDZHMBTT %"#SBEJPXJUI#MVFUPPUIBOETJYTQFBLFST -&%EBZUJNFSVOOJOHMJHIUT JODI
XIFFMT CPEZDPMPVSFEEPPSNJSSPSTBOEGPVSFMFDUSJDXJOEPXT
freecarmag.com 31

Car Choice

D O G GY DAYC A R E

Sharon James has £5000 to
spend on a spacious family
car that can be used in her
dog walking business and
family duties.

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
VAUXHALL INSIGNIA

Although many would go for a people carrier as
the obvious answer to the multitasker, especially
as the seats can all be taken out. However, they
can be quite bulky and dreary to drive. By contrast
estate cars are very underrated and excellent value
for money and just as practical. Sharon would get
a great vehicle in the shape of a Vauxhall Insignia
2.0SE Ecoflex which is perfect for her family and it
has a large separate boot area - perfect for dogs. A
2011 with 80,000 miles, price reduced to £4795.
32 freecarmag.com

A CAR FOR THE HEART
VOLVO V50

Another major downside of going for a people carrier is that
the boot area is compromised with the rear seats being used by
Rachel’s family. With a dog guard installed then the boot area
is then designated for loads of luggage or some dogs. When
it comes to estates, the Volvo name is one you can trust. They
are stylish and come with long flat load bays. The V50 is on the
compact side for a Volvo. A 2010 V50 1.6 D with over 100,000
miles and qualifies for £30 road tax at £5295.

FREE CAR MAG
CAN ANSWER
YOUR CAR
CHOICE
QUESTION

Dave Davies has been looking for an old BMW 5 Series, but his
wife likes a Saab 9-3 Convertible. What should he do?

WHICH ONE?

A CAR FOR THE HEAD
BMW 5 SERIES

The BMW 5 Series, especially the older E39 series is
available with lots of engine and gearbox options.
There is no lack of fun with the automatic box,
because in Steptronic mode it is superbly smooth.
What ties all these key elements together is the brilliant rear wheel drive chassis. The handling is never
less than surefooted and wonderfully entertaining
when necessary. We found a beautiful privately
owned grey example that seems perfect for Dave. It
was a 2002 520i for £995.

A CAR FOR THE HEART
SAAB 9-3 CONVERTIBLE

It was easy to understand why so many people fell for the
convertible, being pretty, well screwed together and supremely
comfortable. The one reason why they didn’t buy 9-3 was for it’s
driver appeal. Much better to pose about in the slow 130bhp
2.0 and leave the driving machine tag to other makers like
BMW. Airflow models from January 2000 had new alloys, a body
kit and bigger rear bumper. We found a 2002 2.0 convertible
from another private seller and also in grey. It had a full service
history and had covered 104,000 miles.
freecarmag.com 33

THE OTHER
RUSSIAN CARS

Bangernomics
Bangernomics

Ladanomics
$

BSCVZJOHDPNQBSJTPOXFCTJUF
.PUPSXBZDPVLUIPVHIUJUXPVME
CFGVOUBLFBMPPLBUPOFPG3VTTJBT
HSFBUFTUFYQPSUTOPUWPELB OPUDBWJBS 
OPUEPMMT CVUUIFDBSPODFUIFCVUUPG
KPLFTBCPVUJUTSFMJBCJMJUZˊUIF-BEB
5IFMBTUUJNF&OHMBOEGBJMFEUPRVBMJGZ
GPSUIF8PSME$VQJO UIFSFXFSF
 3VTTJBOCVJMU-BEBT SFHJTUFSFEUP
ESJWFPO6,SPBET5PEBZ UIFOVNCFSIBT
EXJOEMFECZUP#FUXFFO
BOEKVTUPWFSZFBSTUIFOVNCFS
PGMJDFOTFE-BEBTGFMMGSPNNPSFUIBO
 UPMFTTUIBO  BNPOVNFOUBM
GBMMGSPNHSBDF
5IF-BEB XBTSTUCVJMUJOUIF4PWJFU
6OJPOJOCZUIF3VTTJBODBS
HJBOU"WUP7";*UTQBXOFEBUIPVTBOE
QMBZHSPVOEKPLFTCVUFOEFEVQTFMMJOH
NPSFUIBONJMMJPOXPSMEXJEF5IF
7";XBTNPEFMMFEPOUIF'JBU
TBMPPOBOEEFTQJUFJUTCPYZMPPL
BOEESBCDPMPVST JUQSPWFEFYUSFNFMZ
QPQVMBS"MNPTUUXPUIJSETPG-BEBTXFOU
POUPCFTPMEPVUTJEF3VTTJB XJUINPSF
UIBO TFMMJOHJO#SJUBJOCFUXFFO
BOE
4P XIFSFEJEUIFZBMMHP "MUIPVHITUJMM
BQPQVMBSTJHIUJO3VTTJB UIF-BEBJTOPX
MBSHFMZFYUJODUPO#SJUJTISPBET4BMFTIJU
UIFTLJETJOUIF6,XIFOUJHIUFSDBSCPO
FNJTTJPOTTUBOEBSETNFBOUNBOZ-BEBT

Have your say
34 freecarmag.com

EJEOUNBUDIVQUPNPSFSJHPSPVTHSFFO
SFRVJSFNFOUT
#VUDMBJNTUIF-BEBJTFNQUZNBZ
CFBMJUUMFQSFNBUVSFTJODFUIJTQJFDF
PGNPUPSJOHIJTUPSZIBTOPXUBLFOPO
DMBTTJDDBSTUBUVT"OEGPSUIFSTUUJNF
TJODFUIFIFJHIUPGJUTQPQVMBSJUZJOUIF
T UIFOVNCFSPGMJDFOTFE-BEBT
PO6,SPBETIBTBDUVBMMZTUBSUFEUPSJTF 
BMCFJUGSPNBWFSZMPXCBTF
"UUIFCFHJOOJOHPG UIFOVNCFSPG
MJDFOTFE-BEBTPO6,SPBETTUPPEBU
5IBUIBEJODSFBTFEUPCZUIFTUBSU
PG"OEXJUI-BEBTSFHJTUFSFE
BTPUIFSPBEUIFSFBQQFBSTUPCF
BMPUPG-BEBPXOFSTTUPSJOHUIFJSSBSF
NPEFMTBXBZVOEFSMPDLBOELFZ IPQJOH
UPTFFWBMVFTCPPN BTIBTIBQQFOFE
XJUINBOZPUIFSDMBTTJDNPUPSTGSPNUIF
T TBOET
"MFY#VUUMF EJSFDUPSPGDBSCVZJOH
DPNQBSJTPOXFCTJUF.PUPSXBZDPVL
DPNNFOUT5IF-BEBJTOPURVJUFFNQUZ 
CVUXJUIGFXFSUIBOOPXFMJHJCMFUP
ESJWFPO6,SPBETJUIBTCFDPNFTFSJPVTMZ
SBSF"OEXJUIUIFFZFTPGUIFXPSMEPO
3VTTJBGPSUIFOFYUGFXNPOUIT IBTUIF
-BEBTUJNFDPNF /PTUBMHJBGPS-BEBTJT
HSPXJOHBOETDBSDJUZXJMMESJWFVQQSJDFT
4BWWZDMBTTJDDBSCVZFSTTIPVMEDPOTJEFS
HFUUJOHPOFXIJMFUIFZTUJMMDBO
8BUDIPVS#BOHFSUPSJBMTPO:PV5VCF

@Bangernomics

As well as Ladas there
were Volgas, Chaikas and
Moskviches to name just a
few, but by far the most
interesting makes began
with Z. In their own way
these Russian, or more
accurately Soviet Union
inspired and built cars
were every bit as dreadful
as the Lada, but much
larger. Derivative,
expensive, overweight and
stupid the ZILs contained
Politburo officials and
stalked the pre-Glasnost
Soviet Union like
dinosaurs.ZIL stood for
Zavod Imieni Stalini the
production plant was
named after Uncle Joe
Stalin. ZILS were hand built
and never sold to the
general public, intended
for high ranking
government officials only.
The West could only
guestimate their
production cost and Life
Magazine back in the
1940s reckoned on $75,000

Free Car Mag owned an FSO for a bit

Polski-Fiat 125P, a Lada with
a Polish accent
Long before Free Car Mag was born we bought an Polski Fiat 125P for £80 and yes
there were plasters holding the indicators in place. Like the Lada Riva it was based on
the Fiat 125. Built by Fabryka Samochodów Osobowych (FSO) ours had quite a
comprehensive tool kit and lovely faux sheepskin seat covers. It was horrible.

For more used car information and buying tips bangernomics.com
freecarmag.com 35

Book Review

PERFECTION
SIGNED COPIES
AVILABLE
FROM
EVRO
PUBLISHING

What could be better than a high tech future proof supercar?

J

ohn Barnard revolutionised
Formula 1, and motorsport as a
whole, through his unrelenting quest
for perfection in racing car design.
Written with Barnard’s cooperation
and with input from dozens of
associates, drivers and rivals, this
biography tells the entire story,
both personal and professional, of
a British design genius. Barnard’s
technical achievements are explored
in detail — and in accessible
language — with special emphasis
on his brilliant initiatives while
at McLaren (the first carbon-fibre
composite chassis) and Ferrari (the
first semi-automatic gearbox). T•
Aged 23, his first motorsport job
was with Lola (1968–72), followed
by McLaren (1972–75), working on
the M23 in which Emerson Fittipaldi
36 freecarmag.com

became World Champion. Here are
his career highlights:
• American interlude: F1 design with
Parnelli, for the VPJ4 driven by Mario
Andretti, then Indycar success with
the sleek Chaparral 2K that brought
Johnny Rutherford victory in the
1980 Indianapolis 500 and that year’s
championship title.
• Teaming up with Ron Dennis to
achieve glory at McLaren, with 31
Grand Prix wins and three World
Championship titles, for Niki Lauda
(1984) and Alain Prost (1985–86),
while introducing aerospace
technology to F1. It was here that he
developed his fearsome reputation as
the sport’s ‘Prince of Darkness’.
• Enzo Ferrari decided he needed
Barnard, who achieved the
unthinkable when he refused to

relocate to Maranello and instead
set up his own Ferrari facility near
Guildford — with the added benefit
that he could go home for lunch.
• After four years with Ferrari (1986–
90), Barnard moved to Benetton
(1990–91), where his general
upgrade of design philosophy and
build facilities helped give Michael
Schumacher his first F1 win.
• Ferrari, having slumped without
him, enticed Barnard back for
another four-year stay (1992–96)
that laid the foundations for the allconquering Schumacher years.
•Subsequent F1 work with Arrows
and Prost, plus a foray into MotoGP
motorcycle racing — and indulging
his passion for furniture design.

£40 www.EvroPublishing.com
ISBN: 978-1-910505-27-4
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Silverstone Classic

SILVERSTONE
20-22 JULY

SuperSilverstone
If you have nothing better to do in July, you’d better get to the Silverstone Classic

W

hether two- or four-wheel fanatics – or indeed families looking for a memorable fun-fuelled day out – all visitors wishing to
attend this summer’s Silverstone Classic must book in advance. Every admission ticket provides free access to both Silverstone
racing paddocks, all open trackside grandstands, live music concerts on Friday and Saturday evenings (topped by Soul II Soul
and UB40 respectively), air shows, Drive Live test drives, funfair rides and the vast majority of the epic family entertainment on offer.
Options for camping and hospitality are also available.
Full details of all 2018 ticket prices are detailed on the silverstoneclassic.com website.

38 freecarmag.com
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Next Time

FCM 62

8FBSFOPUFOUJSFMZTVSFXIFUIFS&MMJF
$ISJTUJF JOB+BHVBS POJDF XJMMNBLF
JU BTXFTIPVMECFTXFMUFSJOHCZUIFO
BOEUIBUDPVMECFKVTUUIFDPPMCSFF[F
XFOFFE"TFWFS XFMMCFGFBUVSJOH
TPNFHSPPWZXBUDIFT IJHIGBTIJPO
BOERVJUFQPTTJCMZTPNFDVUUJOHFEHF
DBST4FFZPVUIFO

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

FREECARMAG.COM
40 freecarmag.com

%PXOMPBEFWFSZJTTVFUPZPVSNPCJMF UBCMFUPSXIBUFWFS

FREECARMAG.COM
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Car

PROBLEMS
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Cover from as little as £20 per month.
Get an instant quote at motoreasy.com
“Having a large repair can be stressful.
MotorEasy were fantastic in dealing with
my case. I was kept up to date in a timely
manner and had full confidence in the
whole process.”

Excellent: 4.7/5

Leighton, March 2018

WARRANTY I SERVICE I MOT I REPAIRS I GAP I TYRES

Duncan McClure Fisher
Founder and CEO
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The smart way to run your car

27/03/2018 12:39

flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423
folding roller sliding and chain
screens for doors and windows for home
and business, diy kits only

